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GLOBAL WARMING Among residents of developed countries, the Spanish are being hit the
hardest by signs of climate change. Indeed, their ills read like a list of scientists’ worst fears.

Pain in Spain
lesson for all
By ANTHONY HAM
F LAST week’s damning report by the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change was a wake-up call to the
world on global warming, there is a
sense in Spain that it may already
have come too late.
Of all the developed countries, it is in
Spain where the warning signs of environmental disaster are most advanced. Spain’s
environmental ills read like the worst predictions of the panel’s report come true.
A United Nations study published in
2005 warned that the Sahara Desert is
poised to jump the Mediterranean, and that
within 50 years one-third of Spain, including 90 per cent of Spanish territory
bordering the Mediterranean, will be desert
— Africa will enter Europe by the back
door.
A recent editorial in the conservative
ABC newspaper put the implications of
Spain’s degraded environment in simple
terms: ‘‘If things continue like this, we
won’t need to go to Africa to enjoy the
tranquillity of the desert. We can just go to
the Canary Islands, Valencia or Murcia.’’
But it is not only in the discernible signs
of global warming and in predictions of
impending environmental catastrophe that
Spain appears to fulfil the developed
world’s worst fears as expressed so clearly
in the intergovernmental panel’s report.
Nowhere is the causal relationship between
human activity and devastating environmental conditions more evident than it is in
Spain.
Last year was Spain’s hottest year on
record. In the past 150 years, temperatures
in Spain have increased by 1.5 degrees,
compared with a global average of just
0.6 degrees. Madrid’s average temperature
has risen by 2.2 degrees in the past three
decades, the greatest increase of any capital
city in Europe. Rainfall in south-eastern
Spain decreased by 23 per cent during the
past 100 years.
The consequences of environmental
meltdown for a country of such extraordinary natural diversity — of 226 natural
habitat areas described by the European
Union as being of ‘‘high interest’’, 121 are
in Spain — are devastating.
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In 1984, there were 1779 hectares of
glaciers in the Spanish Pyrenees. Now there
are just 300 hectares and all of Spain’s
glaciers will have disappeared within 20
years. Spain has 20,000 animal species, but
one-third are now considered endangered.
Birds such as the trumpeter finch, which
was once found only in desert regions of
North Africa, are now resident in southern
Spain. So mild has the Iberian climate
become that many bird species no longer
bother to migrate to Africa for the winter.
The country is also in its third year of a
drought that Spain’s Environment Minister,
Cristina Narbona, calls ‘‘the worst that
Spain has ever experienced’’.
The story for Spain’s marine environment is similarly bleak. As part of what
Enric Ballesteros, a scientist with Spain’s
Centre for Scientific Research, calls the
‘‘tropicalisation of the Mediterranean’’,
about 20 per cent of fish species now found
in the ever-warmer waters of the Mediterranean have migrated from the Red Sea.
A government study in October
concluded that the average Spanish beach
— a mainstay of the country’s tourism
industry, which accounts for about 10 per
cent of Spain’s GDP — will shrink by 15
metres by 2050 as a direct result of rising
sea levels.
Spain’s summer is also lengthening at
an alarming rate, to the extent that spring
arrives in Spain two weeks earlier than it
did 30 years ago and autumn arrives nine
days later, according to an EU study
published last August.
The news that, unless action is taken,
things can only get worse in Spain should
sound an urgent warning to those who
believe that global warming will most affect
Third World countries.
‘‘Everybody should be worried,’’ says
Arturo Gonzalo Aizpiri, the secretarygeneral for climate change in Spain’s
Environment Ministry, ‘‘because the heatwaves are going to become more and more
frequent, beaches are disappearing, tropical
diseases are appearing in Spain and anyone
who has contact with the countryside has
noticed the disappearance of species’’.
Spain is easily Europe’s worst environmental offender and now produces 53 per
cent more greenhouse gases than it did

when it so enthusiastically signed the Kyoto
Protocol in 1990; one-quarter of Spain’s
industrial emissions comes from just five
coal-fired power plants and one steel
factory. No other country has a worse
record. During the same period, carbon
dioxide emissions caused by vehicles have
increased by 80 per cent.
As for greenhouse gas emissions, so too
for so many other human practices that
blight the Spanish environment.
Last year 1.5 million new homes were
approved for construction in Spain, bringing the total to 3 million over the past four
years. As a result, almost 40 per cent of all
construction under way in Europe is in
Spain. A recent study by Greenpeace
revealed that 60 per cent of Spain’s coastline is now either ‘‘urban’’ or has lost its
natural state. So fast is the rate of development that 273 coastal towns, which together
are home to 4.3 million people and whose
populations more than double when tourists flock to the coasts in summer, have no
system of waste-water management. Water
use along Spain’s Mediterranean coast has
risen by 1500 per cent in the past 15 years.
‘‘The reality is that we are consuming
twice as much water as our rivers and
aquifers can provide,’’ Julia Martinez, a
water specialist at Murcia University, told
Spain’s El Pais newspaper last year. ‘‘We
must make new plans. Our system of intensive tourism and inefficient farming is
simply unsustainable.’’
Even before the building boom reached
current levels, National Geographic Traveller Magazine, one of the world’s leading
travel magazines, agreed, announcing in
2004 that Spain’s Costa del Sol (or the
‘‘Costa del Concrete’’ as the magazine
called it) was the least environmentally
sustainable tourist destination in the world.
Spain’s coast was, the magazine said, the
‘‘epitome of overdeveloped mass-tourism’’
and ‘‘the antithesis of sustainability’’.
‘‘These days we don’t have any development plans,’’ says Miguel Angel Garcia, a
spokesman for Spain’s World Wide Fund for
Nature. ‘‘We just build.’’
The excess that characterises Spain’s
relationship with the environment even
extends to the eating habits of Spaniards.
The Spanish appetite for seafood — the
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Spain, home of the Bilbao Guggenheim Museum, faces becoming one-third desert in the next 50 years, according to some predictions.
average Spaniard consumes 37 kilograms of
seafood every year, which is considerably
more than in any other European country
— is fed by Spain’s 15,000-strong fishing
fleet, which is also the largest on the
Continent. A study released in November
found that fish stocks would be irretrievably
depleted by 2048 at current levels of
overfishing.
‘‘The seas need their own Kyoto Protocol,’’ says Enric Sala, a Spanish marine
biologist who contributed to the study.
For Maria Jose Caballero, of Greenpeace,
the problem is simple: ‘‘The Spanish coastline is defenceless. Although citizens are
increasingly aware of the degradation it is
facing, no administration is taking the
challenge seriously.’’
With urban planning policy one of the
most prized possessions of Spain’s powerful regional governments, however, Spain’s
national Government is largely powerless to
intervene and often finds itself reduced to
making accusations of malpractice from the
sidelines. Last month Environment Minister
Narbona accused the Government of the
south-eastern region of Valencia of destroying its own coastline by building ‘‘a wall of
cement’’.

There are tentative signs, however, that
while Spain’s Government may be unable
to change the country’s direction when it
comes to planning and construction policy,
it may finally be willing to act when it
comes to greenhouse gas emissions. In the
wake of the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change’s report, Spain’s
Environment Ministry last week ordered
the country’s regional governments to start
work on a nationwide plan to reduce carbon
dioxide emissions.
The ministry has also introduced into
Parliament a Law on Environmental
Responsibility, which forces companies to
pay up to A100 million ($A167 million) a
year in insurance policies to compensate for
the cost of environmental pollution. The law
will, if enacted and enforced, restrict
Spaniards to using just 60 litres of water a
day, which represents a third of current
consumption. The Government has also
earmarked almost A9 billion for combating
rising energy use and developing alternative
energy sources.
Environmentalists and union groups
nonetheless warn that the situation will not
improve until strict legislative limits are put
in place for carbon dioxide emissions and
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companies are held accountable for
exceeding those limits. They also warn that
the Government’s policies will mean little if
ordinary Spaniards themselves don’t start
to take global warming seriously. A survey
released last month found that just onethird of Spaniards believe climate change is
the world’s most important global challenge, compared with 54 per cent in France.
The Spanish Government finally seems
to be getting the message that the time for
governments to react is now. When the
intergovernmental panel’s report was
released last week, Arturo Gonzalo Aizpiri,
the Environment Ministry’s climate-change
tsar, admitted that ‘‘there is no room for
scepticism or any reason for excuses for not
acting’’.
The fear remains, however, that even if
Spain suddenly transforms itself into a good
environmental citizen, the human impact
on its environment may already be
irreversible.
Anthony Ham is an Age correspondent based in
Madrid.
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Melbourne Victory

Apple and the Beatles

Eddy McGuire (again)

Gay couples

Jurlique

The pop-culture-illiterate

Victory by name, victory by nature — but
only just. On Sunday, more than 47,000
attended to watch Melbourne’s A-League
soccer team do battle against Adelaide
United, only to see Adelaide pull ahead in
the semi-final within minutes of the
opening. A 92nd-minute header from
substitute James Robinson, following one
from Danny Allsopp in the opening stages
of the second half, snatched a win for the
Victory. Bring on next week’s grand final.

They had a tense relationship, but now
it’s all apples: computer giant Apple and
the Beatles, who founded the Apple
record company, reached a deal this week
over the use of their shared nomenclature. The deal ends 25 years of legal
squabbling. Perhaps all they needed was
love.

We love him, we really love him. The first
night of 2007’s official ratings season
wound up with Eddie ‘‘No Longer Everywhere’’ McGuire achieving most-watched
program status with his return to the
screen on 1 vs 100 . Here’s a question that
went unasked on the quiz show though:
Will Eddie be encouraged by the ratings
to reclaim his Everywhere status?

The Federal Government this week
announced it would block the Australian
Capital Territory’s latest bid to recognise
gay partnerships. One of the sticking
points? The ACT bills would have allowed
gay couples to have formal ceremonies
marking their commitment to each other.
That, said Attorney-General Philip
Ruddock, would be ‘‘equating (gay partnerships) with marriage’’.

Ah, so that’s why its products cost so
much. The Federal Court this week
imposed the highest-ever penalty for
resale price maintenance — $3.4 million
— against skincare and cosmetics company Jurlique and its founder Jurgen
Klein. Jurlique was found liable for
preventing retailers discounting its
products.

If your knowledge of pop culture is poor,
you might want to beef it up. At the least,
if you meet a man who claims to be from
Kazakhstan, wears a smelly grey suit and
uses phrases such as ‘‘Sexy time!’’ you
should be wary. He is most likely Sacha
Baron Cohen, the British comedian who
was this week signed up by News Corp to
produce a sequel to his hit movie Borat,
which embarrassed many an unknowing
victim.
KENNETH NGUYEN
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AIME 2007

850 exhibitors from 50 countries
Inspirational speakers
New Success Series Seminars
FREE “Ask the Experts” service – Your own industry
brains-trust
New Networking with Melbourne’s Welcome Reception
at the MCG, Dine on the Docks at NewQuay and
Crown After Party at Studio 3.

Think big with AIME’s success seminars

WITH THIS MANY CAREERS TO CHOOSE FROM, YOU BETTER BE.

Want to know the secret to a successful event? Refresh your
ideas in 60 minutes with some of Australia’s leading special
event organisers or find out how Melbourne runs its big events.
Discover emerging convention destinations, how to find and
negotiate the right price for your next event and the secrets
of a good incentive programme. So visit www.aime.com.au
and register today!

Only one career offers enough diversity
to let you find your true calling.
A career in which, whether you have
a degree or not, you can do anything
from Signals or Intelligence to Transport
or Logistics.
Only a career as a Direct Entry Officer
in the Navy, Army or Air Force can
give you that kind of flexibility and a
guarantee that you’ll be a leader in
your workplace.

COME ALONG ON THE
DAY TO REGISTER!
WHERE: MELBOURNE EXHIBITION
CENTRE, AUSTRALIA
WHEN: 13 – 14 FEBRUARY 2007.

REGISTER NOW WWW.AIME.COM.AU

AIME 2007 – IT’S A MUST
* excluding seminars
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If you only see one event in 2007, you don’t want to
miss the AsiaPacific Incentives and Meetings Expo.
It has everything you need to organise a world class
meeting, incentive or event and is the premier show
of its kind in the AsiaPacific region. With more than
150 first time exhibitors, you’ll find the next big idea
to give your event an edge.

ideas
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YOUR TRAINING MAKES YOU ONE OF THE
BEST DECISION MAKERS IN THE COUNTRY.

You don’t need previous military
experience, but you do need to be
up for a challenge and willing to
accept some serious responsibility.
Call 13 19 01 or log on to
www.defencejobs.gov.au/deo
now and apply for your career as
a Direct Entry Officer in the Navy,
Army or Air Force. It may be the
best decision you ever make.

